The application of ribozymes to HIV infection.
During the past decade major advances have been made in combating HIV infection and reducing the incidence of AIDS in the western world. Despite optimism about such progress, there is accumulating evidence to suggest that new forms of therapy may be necessary to combat viral resistance to current drugs as well as to provide alternatives to life-long drug use. Genetic forms of therapy are considered to be an important alternative to current drug therapy. One therapeutic agent that can be tailored to inhibit viral infection is catalytic RNA or ribozymes. These RNAs can be engineered to site-specifically cleave targeted RNAs, thereby minimizing cellular toxicity associated with conventional drugs. A potential advantage of ribozymes over other forms of genetic therapy aside from target specificity is their potential for interfering with different stages of the viral life cycle. Ribozymes can be designed and expressed to interfere with viral entry, messenger RNA function and viral packaging. For the two simplest ribozyme motifs, the hammerhead and hairpin, there are hundreds of potential sites along the viral genome. Combinatorial use of ribozymes allows multiple HIV-1 sequences to be attacked simultaneously, thereby circumventing viral resistance through mutation. Ribozymes can also be designed to inhibit expression of cellular targets, which are required for HIV-1 infection. The successful applications of ribozymes against HIV-1 in preclinical settings has now set the stage for their testing in patient trials and several first phase clinical trials are currently underway.